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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
One of the greatest attributes of man is his ability to 
express himself through the use of his voice. He transmits 
sounds into definite vowel and consonant combinations and makes 
' a system of words which, when drawn together correctly, makes 
for understanding between any two or more people. Anyone who 
1 has been trained can recognize the meaning of these words as to l 
their separate definition and their relationship to each other. 
Every animal can express himself on certain broad planes 
of emotion. Man is the only one who can analyze these emotions 
into their component parts and express this analysis by means 
of his highly developed voice. The lower animals also use theix 
voices for expression of emotion but not to the same extent as I 
man . 
In this expression by man of his emotions through the use 
of his voice, there are three sides to the picture. First, 
there is the vocal instrument itself, which is a purely physi-
I 
I 
cal entity, made of muscle, ca.rtilage, bone and tissue. 
an
- d th~e ___ ~--·',·1_ Secondly, there is the system of vowels, consonants ~ .. ___ __ 
1 I i .. 
----
resulting words which are produced by this voice to express our 
thoughts, ideas and emotions in a concrete, intellectual man-
ner. Third, the mind, or intellect, which controls the use of 
I 
the vocal instrument in its delivery of these words. In other 
words, the mind is the bridge which covers the gap between the 
purely physical factor, the voice, and the cultivated, man-made 
device of words. Let us discuss for a moment these three II 
fc:-ctors and what can be done and is being done to improve each. ,, 
II 
II 
Words: 
Here is a part of our culture which has been developing 
over the centuries. The words which are available today are I' 
capable, when used correctly, of expressing any emotion, 
thought or idea. Many of our greatest thinkers have been a t I 
wo rk developing dictionaries and defining and tracing t he his- ~ 
tory of words. In our public school systems today, the correct. 
use of words is placed on a pedestal of great importance. FroJ 
I 
the very beginning of a child's education, he is brought into 
I 
cont act with \1!/'0rds, their correct spelling, their correct mean-
ing, and the kind of a word it is, e. g ., noun, pronoun, and so 
forth. Surely there is a, maximum of interest in this part of 
our sub ject. 
Mind: 
·1!an 1 s development to his place of supreme importance in 
the scheme of thing s can be traced directly to the development 
of his mind. The tremendous development in this way can be 
Al~:.<lOSt ( j --
,-
!I 
clearly seen by the results in all fields of endeavor. 
~=== ===----- --=--
I 
I: 
"= unbelievable discoveries a..11d accomplishments have been made in 
transportation, communication and medicine. Public schools are 
devoted almost entirely to the development of the child's mind. 
We have an entire science devoted to the study of the human 
mind . In these first two factors, we have all the possibil-
ities of developing our thoughts, emotions and ideas into a 
concrete language which can be understood by other men. 
Voice: 
The t h ird factor is the human voice which is the device by 
which these thoughts, ideas and emotions are to be communicated 
to other men. 11 0f all our faculties, the voice is probably the 
most wonderful. All through life we use it to express our 
thoughts and feelings; to convey our desires; to comfort in 
it sorrow; to rejoice in success; to urge a course of action; to 
!, 
li persuade in business; to command in an emergency, 11 says the 
New York Singing Teacher's Association.l Some people may say I 
I 
q that everyone can te.lk; what is there to worry about? 
L 
I be- \ 
II 
I II 
il 
I, 
lieve that Adelaide Gescheidt has the answer to this. She says l 
I 
"The educators, particularly of public schools, have known for 
a long time the power of the voice. They have known that a 
tea.cher with a well modulated, free voice is able to discipline 
her students so much more easily than a teacher with a hoarse 
,t and constrained tone which immediately sets up a rebellion and 
I' I' I 
II 
II 
aggression in the students. In the home, schoolroom, church, 
3 
I, 
I 
I 
1. New York Singing Teacher• s Association, 11 1fuy all should l' 
have their voices trained, 
11 
Musician, (A=p=r=i=l=,= l=9=3=1=) =, =3=6=:=1=9=.===li -~ = = __ 
I 
II 
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1 __ 
concert ha.ll and radio, voice is constantly in demand. 112 I 
If it be true that educators are aware of the situation aJ 
it stands, why hasn't something been done about it? The numbe,~/ 
" of school systems in the country which offer a course in speec ! 
training is very few. Courses in those that do are usually an I 
. ,, 
=== c 
attempt at giving experience in speaking before groups, rather 
than actually working toward the development of a real vocal 
instrument. 
1 Almost anyone can think of people who are hindered or on I 
the other hand, aided by their voice. In many cases, the 
difference between a happy and an unhappy person is the voice, 
e. g ., picture the big man with a small, weak, thin voice. 
V.Tb.at can be done in the average school system to help 
I 
II 
!I 
I relieve some of this problem? The writer believes it is the 
part of the music department to be of service in this directioJ 
through the children's participation in a program which in-
eludes a studied approach to voice training. 
The same New York Singing Teacher's article quotes John 
Erskine as saying: 
"The art of singing, even as the amateur prac-
tices, yields an import ant by-product in the 
improvement of the speaking voice. The method 
of correct speech is identical with that of 
correct singing : so much so that unless you 
speak correctly, you undo in your talking hours 
wh atever you learned in your singing lessons. 
Physi6 ally, singing calls on the body for support 
2. Adelaide Gescheidt, 11 In defense of a Scientific Basis 
of Vocal Training," lQ:usician, (April, 1931) , 36:27. 
----
in a most health giving way. As a matter of cul-
ture, singing opens a whole new field of man 1 s 
thought. Soc ially, his abi lity to sing brings 
new contacts, new friendships, and new associa-
tions and unfolds the spiritual forces within us. 
Voice is our personal means of creation. 11 3 
Up to this point, the vvri ter has been taking the subject 
from the po int of view of a layman, or of the people as a 
whole. Now, looking at the subject from the music directors' 
point of view, the writer notes from the New York Singing 
Teacher's that, "All through the years since history has been 
recorded we learn that man has expressed his emotions in song. 
Speech, being simpler, developed faster and a~ong more people, 
but the desire to sing still surges in all of us. 11 4 
Thus the transition from speech to song wh ich is the 
direct concern of the mus ic directo r. The writer fears that 
too often there is not an awareness on the part of music direc~ 1 
tors as to the m~nitude of this very topic. 
Justification 
Music programs today have pretty much been broken into 
two parts. In some cases, there has been a relative decrease 
in the part played by the vocal program as compared to the in-
strumental. In addition, there is the added danger in that 
the true value of the vocal program may be hidden by an over-
balance of interest on the purely theoretical side to the 
exclusion of the singing situation and its direct bearing on 
3· New York Singing Teacher's Association, £E• cit., p. 20. 
4. New York Singing Teacher's Association, QE• cit., p. 19. 
- --=----=-....:::-
5 
vocal devel opment. For example, 
"It is appalling to note how many teachers indulge 
in the practice of censure and then attempt to 
remedy a pparent low achievement standards by drill-
ing high school students on elementary processes 
with elementary materials. ~~at is the result? It 
is failure in the most fundamental activity in music 
education, and that is participation in group sing-
ing . The entire success of the music curriculum of 
the hi gh school depends upon the strong co mmunity of 
musical interest established in the choral cla sses. 
It is not pos s ible to extend our mus i cal expression 
through the media of instruments, if vre have not 
developed musical f eeling through individual parti-
cipation in voc al expression. 11 5 
Of course, the fact is that the whole field of voice and 
voice training is under a dark cloud of confusion. However, 
t his should not relieve the music directors of their obliga-
tions on these points. 
The majority of the work done in the interest of creating 
a truly worthwhile approach to t he subject of voice training 
Ho weve r , if we ar e to find any re al truths about voice , it 
only t here t hat we can apply close attention to specific 
det ails. Once definite basic truths are deci ded upon, t hen 
I 
I 
5. George L. Lindsay, Fundamental Values of Vocal •fusic in 1 the Modern Hi gh School, Music Supervisors National Conference i 
Yearbook, Chicago, 1931; 24:79 . 1 
6 
I 
II 
I 
7 
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1 understanding can be carried into the classroom situation. 1 
Some idea of the confusion and disagreement which exists 
on this subject may be gathered from Dr. Fields of the City 
College of New York who says: 
"A final consideration of the 690 concepts of 
vocal pedagogy, subsumed in 29 categories leads 
to the conclusion that instructional guidance is 
woefully lacking in this area. It is also appar-
ent that authors of vocal texts are loathe to 
reveal their traditional trade secrets. Some 
authors are more pedagogically minded than others 
but are ill-equipped to transmit their inept em-
pirical formulations through the impersonal med-
ium of the printed word . Occasional pretentious 
claims for this or that methodology are weakened 
for want of factual support, although the laudable 
reputations and experience of the authors some-
times lend specious credibility to these claims. 
The brief and fragmentary treatment of many topics 
confirms the belief that authors are prone to evade 
the transmission of direct information to the lay 
reader. In the absence of specific methodological 
content, a few tenuous generalities often provide 
the only bases for formulating pedagogic proced-
ures. Altogether, most of these6statements cry out for confirmation and proof. 11 
However, there are some people who have had a marked 
degree of success in this field. .This is true in both the 
fields of public school educators and private voice teachers. 
Nature of the Problem and 
Design of the Study I 
It is the purpose of this study to obtain the opinions of 1 
the mu sic educators and the private voice teachers on various 
points of the subject by means of a carefully prepared ques-
tionnaire. 
I 
6. Victor A. Fields, Training the Singing Voice, p. 59. II 
!I 
---lf= -=---===---
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il 
II 
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The study is concerned with those children in the sen1or 
hi gh school years. The private teacher's ideas are p r esented 
on that basis. 
The n ames of private teachers who are taking part in the 
study were drawn from the listing of the Mas sachusetts members 
of the National Association of Teachers of Singing. 
The names of the music educators were selected from the 
membership list of the Massachusetts Mus i c Educators Assoc i a-
tion. There were t wo steps to this. First, the list was 
broken dorm to those who are either general supervisors or 
mainly voc al teachers . Secondly, this list was submitted to a 
group of leaders in the field of music education . This group 
approved, i n most cases, the list as presented . 
The problem as it is set up in this study is covered by 
means of the following subtopi cs : 
(1) Breathi ng 
( 2) Posture 
( 3) Tone Quality 
( 4) Blending 
( 5) Diction 
The questionnaire is set up in the form of a rating scale .1\ 
In any approach to voice training, there are some thing s 
which are to l d to the pupils from a positive po i nt of view and 
others which are told fro m a negative point of view . By way 
of delimiting, and in an a ttempt to find those things wh i ch 
teache r s tell their pupils to do, this study is presented from 
- - ------- ----=--~---=---- ---- -=-~= 
the pos itive side. Therefore, a three point scale is used to 
show to what degree a particular point is presented to the 
pupils. 
The analysis of the results of the answers consists of 
three parts. First, the answers within each group are ana-
lyzed. This is followed by a discussion and analysis between 
1 the groups. The results of the data as a whole are then ru1a-
lyzed in terms of the material covered in the reading for the 
research section . 
==-- -==---=--= -----o= =-- --====---
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I 
)J 
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CHAPTER II 
The Review of Literature and Research 
The review of literature and research consists of t wo 
parts. The first i s an historic al background. The second is 
an analysis of specific subjects in the field. 
History: 
The earliest development of interest in the study of the 
II 
1 voice as it applies to singing came in I taly around the turn ofJ 
the seventeenth century. John DeBruynl, in an article on the 
"Historical Schools of Singing", cites The Old Italian School 
I from 1600-1741. During this time, methods of training were lj 
based mainly upon listening, i mitation and intuition . Cons ide~-~ 
able attention was extended to breathing, intonation, voweliz- 1 
ation and freedom from tension. Openness of tone form, equal- II 
I 
I ization of qualities in the pitched grouping of tones, and good 
!I diction were also considered important. 
The School of Transition came in 1741 with the publicatio4r 
of De la Formation de la Voix de 1 1 Ho ri'Lrne by Antoine Ferre in. 
1. John W. DeB:ruyn, "Historical Schools of Singing", p. 667. 
10 
~~-~~j--
11 ~!_I -~ ====================~===='---During this period, empirical instruction was gradually dis-ll placed by so-called scientific methods. 
·1 The Laryngeal School and the Register School came in 1855 ,, 
!I when Ma.."luel Garcia developed the laryngoscope. 7! i th this in-
strument, he observed the '1 stroke of the Glotti s". Garcia 
noted that in certain points in the scale, the vocal cords 
altered their action. Other thinke rs along this line have re-
11 lated registers to resonances, i.e., different registers em-
ploy different resonators. 
The Local Effort School: The concentra.tion physiologi-
cally as well as consciously upon special localities of the 
mechanism, e.g., lips, tongue, larynx, fauces, soft palate, 
School. 
During the last thirty years, the pedagogical vielvpoints 
expressed by authors on the subject of training the singing 
voice have literally run into the hundreds. Dr. Fields has 
collected the essential ideas of many hundreds of these and 
concluded three main schools of thought. 
1. The Empiricists 
II 
2. The Scientific group 
3. The Natural method2 
The first group, the Empiricists, derive their teaching 
methods largely from trial and error observations. Their 
techniques are based on symptomatic judgments of the student's 
performance during the vocal lesson period. Underlying c auses 
are guesaed at or else i gnored, the main objectives being the 
attainment of desirable results, by whatever means. Local 
effort eJnd voluntary controls of the vocal apparatus are com-
mon instructional procedures end the chief criterion for evalu-!1 
ating any vocal technique is that the voice must sound better 
for having used that technique. 
The Scientific group is composed of those who delve into 
the causes and physiological vocal phenomena. Voice teaching 
procedures are sought that agree with scientific or experimen-
tal findings . This group believes that the teaching of singir.g 
can ultimately be reduced to various testing and measuring 
procedures; that vocal tone can be analyzed objectively, and 
definite stendards of vocal production esta.blished for all 
singers. 
The Natural group takes a middle path, disclaiming any 
detailed knowledge of vocal physiology 7 but seeking to elimin-
ate local effort so that natural vocal reflexes take their 
dourse . Train the mind, train the ear, but let the vocal 
2. Victor A. Fields, Training the Singing Voice, pp. 243-
12 
24-4. 
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Factors of Vocal Technic: 
For the purposes of this study, an an.alysis of the liter-
' ature on the subject is presented under each of the five sub-
1 topics previously mentioned . 
1. Breathing 
2. Posture 
3- Tone Qual i ty 
4. Blending 
5· Diction 
Breathing I 
Bre athing is the act of air drawing into the lungs for r· 
oxygenating and purifying the blood, and its subsequent exhal- 11 
ation. Breathing is important to the singer because normal 
voice proC.uction depends upon the presence of a steadily ex-
pi r ing stream of breath. 
'I 
Probably one of the most controversial issues i n the stud~ 
of singing is the manner and method of breathing. Some teache .b 
say breathing should be diaphragmat ic only, others want a com-
11 bination of diaphragm and inter-costal muscles. Some say that I 
11 the diaphragm is an involuntary muscle and cannot be controlled 
1
1 ;I 
11 by will but that its action is entirely controlled by torso 1: 
1
: action. 11 
li 11 Since the di aphragm plays such an important part in ~~ 
II 
II 
correct singing, the demonstration of its use must be the 
Ill starting point. 11 3 
I 
I 
I 3. Virginia R. Bue, Integration of Voice Training wi th Ji Ensemble ~ ]:_g ~ Senior~ School , p. S. 
===- lr-
\, 
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1 Henry Coward4 mentions four types of breathing: 1. Clav-
I 
I, 
I 
II 
II 
icular; 2. Abdominal; 3. Costal; and 4. Side-Costal. It is 
hi s contention that the breathing process is not developed 
s a tisfactorily until all of these methods have been use d . He 
a,lso refer s to breathing as the key to any difficult vocal 
situation and he emphasizes the f act that the teacher should 
refer to it whenever possible . Another school of thought com-
bines di aphragmatic and costal or r ib breathing . The idea 
tha>t breathing will t ake care of itself if the tone production 
is fr ee is also a basic contention. One of the most dogmatic 
' s t ate ments which the writer h as eyer read was made by W. 
Vvarren Shaw who says, 11 Torso act ion should be taught, not 
b!'eathing . The attention of the singer should be centered up-
on muscular action when necessary and always upon tone, but 
not upon breath and certainly not upon the diaphragm which is 
an involuntary muscle and therefore impossible to control . "5 
All authors testify to the ineffec t iveness of short ga sps and 
the col larbone type of breathing . One of the bette r statements 1 
on the subject is by Harry R. Wilson. This is in substance 
that although a good tone may be dependent upon the proper 
i management of breath; nevertheless, to be gin the study of 
/1 voice with a11 analytical discussion of the diaphragm, the J 
abdominal and thoracic muscles, and the lungs i s opposed to 
I!  
I 
4. Henry Coward, Choral Technique and Interpret ation, 
p . 49. 
14 
1- ~-- ~ 
5· ~ ~ arren W. Shaw, 11 Ban the Fetish of BreB.th Control" , 
43:10f5. 
================~-u 
li 
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his concept of the singing act.6 
Breathing is but a small part of the act of singing, but 
it is an i mportant part. The breathing habits of a singer are 
rooted in the vital processes of living . In the consideration 
of these habits, it is necessary to draw a distinction between 
b reathing for living and breathing for singing. The former, 
because it is a funde~ental process, takes precedence in func-
tion over superimposed voluntary breathing controls that the 
student acquires as part of his training for a singing ca.re er. 
1 In other words, a singer must learn to coordinate breathing in 
singing habits with breathing in living habits if he would 
achieve the efficiency and endurru1ce that spell artistic sue-
cess in vocal expression. Although the public school is not 
primarily the place to develop great singing artists, never-
theless, mu sic educators must keep these principles in mind if 
they are to achieve a real success. 
An interesting division of schools of thought on breath-
ing ha.s been set up by Dr. Fields.7 He has found four divi-
sions. They are the Local e'ffort method which believes that 
breath control is largely a matter of breath retention and 
i gradual release so that vocal tone may be evenly sustained. 
' They also believe in devising techniques for localizing the 
control of expiratory movements of the ribs, diaphragm or 
other parts of the breathing mechanism. The next division is 
6. Harry R. Wilson, Music in the High School, p. 167. I 
I 
7. Victor A. Fields, .QE.• cit., PP• 95-97. i1 
==============''L_ 
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the Pre-vocal physical training method which contends that 
breathing is directly affected by posture. Therefore, the 
benefits of physical culture, which is a form of remedial 
postural training , must acc~~e to the breathing organs. The 
third division is the Functional growth method which claims 
that a specialized activity of any function of the body will 
stimulate the growth and development of those organs aJl.d 
faculties that support it. Thus, by a law of exercise, the 
activity of singing should stimulate the growth of the breath-
j_ng organs. The final division is Expressionc.l intent method 
wh ich cle.ims that all breathing controls are psychological. 
The breathing organs respond instantaneously to thought and 
feeling, automatically providing the right degree of chest 
expansion and air intake for any spontaneous vocal expression. 
It is possible to find some suggestions for definite 
action which can be followed in breathing for singing . Some 
suggest taking only enough breath to sing the phrase and in-
I 
I 16 
~ 
II 
1 sist on correct phrasing, and also the use of alternate breath- I 
II 
I 
ing within the group on long phrases. Others feel that the 
diaphragm may best be thought of as a resisting muscle. The 
II 
effort in brea,thing must be proportione d to pitch e..nd intensi t)1:. 
I' 
This final suggestion is one which is open to argument, espec- 11 
i ally from the erponents of the Relaxation school, and from the 
e xponents of the floating breath. For example, Henry Coward li 
I 
advocates controlling the breath and directing the air current 
to one approved spot of the mouth where the sound seems to 
--------
float on the breath.$ Mr. Coward continues on this subject 
with other suggestions such as , "Stick your chest out, keep 
your stomach in, hold your breath at the waist and sing.n9 
I 
· Whenever possible, inhale through the nose. Do not take breathl 
but rather let breath take you, and use the staggering of II 
breaths, ma.king sure that every member of the group knows 
exactly when to breathe.lO 
Hollis Dann, one of the foremost leaders in the field of 
music education, says to think of .••• 11 expansion around the 
waistline for improved breathing habits. 11 11 The suggestion 
1 is often made that there be no movement of the upper chest, 
that breath be taken through the nose and mouth, and that most 
breath ing exercises be accompanied by tone. Bree.thing exer-
cises for a short time at the beginning of a rehearsal without 
tone a~d breathing through the nose if time permits i s often 
advocated. "Dropping the shoulders helps considerably the 
action of the lungs, while lifted shoulde rs make breath control 
out of the quest ion and are ap t to make young singers tighten 
the throat 11 .12 This statement by Lotti Rimmer is typical of a 
majority of the teachers. Some choral directors suggest that 
any work on breathing should be done during the rehearsal of a 
spe cific piece. Others feel that breathing exercises with tone 
e. Henry Coward, QQ• cit., p. 21. 
9. Ibid, p. 56. 
10. Ibid, p. 59· 
11. Reven S. DeJarnette, Hollis-Dann - His Life and Con-
17 
tribution to 1:usic Education, p. 111. 1
1
1
1 
12. Lotti Rimmer, 11 Sing With Ease", 52:430. ·~====================================~'l---
=-=--=--=T---
1, should cover a period of ten minutes at the beginning of a 
sixty minute rehearsal period. 
Posture 
Little is said in re gard to body position in most articles 
on the subject of voice training. It seems that most authors 
feel that this is something to t ake for gra..11ted. This may be 
somewhat true on the completely adult level, but it certainly 
is not true for the typical high school pupil. Margaret Quist 
in her analysis of class voice techniques says, "The subject 
of posture is not sufficiently well treated in any of the 
metho ds. Much more could have been said about the effect of 
good and bad posture on the tone quality. nl3 
The f act t hat posture is more on the minds of music edu-
caters than · t he private teachers is clearly shown in the read-
ing done for this study. It is for this reason that the 
writer is including a section on the subject in this chapter 
and in the questionnaire. The que stionnaire will give a sug-
ge s tion as to the runount of emphasis placed on the subject by 
the t 1;10 groups in I1.itassachusett s . 
Although the number of people who concern themselves with 
this aspect is relatively small; t hose who do, 
' extreme interest. Hollis Dannl4 suggests that 
is basic and permits flexibility of the entire 
vides an ability to relaA interfering muscles. 
express an l 
correct nosture J 
body and ... pro- J 
His suggestion 
13. 1[argaret Quist, Comparative Analysis of Class Voice 
Techniques, p. 31. 
14. Reven S . DeJarnette, Q£• cit., p. 111. 
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to the pupils are to imagine a string pulling from the back of -~ --------
the head which results in a raised and active chest; flattens 
the abdomen, and that this together with drawing the chin in 
slightly encour ages good breathing . It is also said thEt the 
shoulders should be back and down and the weight forward either 
standing or sitting . 
Dr. Fields thinks it is desirable to relate the various 
parts of the vocal mechanism to the whole posture of the body 
1 for singing. He says: 
I· 
II 
II 
,I 
I 
I 
"The larynx is a,ttached to the upper end of the 
trachea much as a nozzle is attached to the end 
of a garden hose. During the application of 
breath pressure against the occluded vocal lips, 
(cords), the larynx is prevented from wobbling 
by an arrangement of extrinsic supporting muscles. 
These muscles, like supporting g~y wires, radiate 
from t he larynx upward to points in the head, back-
ward to points in the spine, cmd downward to points 
in the chest and shoulders. Obviously, the slight-
est postural abnormality during phonation will tend 
to pull the entire larynx away from its basic sup-
port against the spine, thus disturbing the phonat-
ing mechanism.nl5 
In conclusion, erect, easy posture is absolutely necessar 
for the singer. He will always show somewhat more ease in his 
singing if this is emphasized. 
Tone Quality 
The discussion of tone quality will be centered around 
vowels, physiological approaches, the improvement of tone 
quality, the dynamic levels at which tone qu ality can best be 
i mproved, a certain amount of the phraseology which goes into 
15. Victor A. Fields, Q£• cit., p. 127. 
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any discussion of this kind and in general, those things which 
I! are directly related to producing a free, steady, smooth, rich 
/1 and resonant tone. The voice is considered a living phenomenon. 
I 
We must keep in mind that physical dissections are l a r gely un-
revealing to the vocalist, and experimental procedures for 
observing and measuring the 
vibration in a living voice 
I 
exact characteristics of glottal I 
present many practical difficul ties
1 
that have not been overcome as yet. ~Vhen we are training a 
singing voice, it is almost always the rule that old habits 
must be broken down before new ones can be acquired. Fortun-
ately, there is enough agreement among musicians as to what 
constitutes good vocal quality to enable us to speak of a 
typical good quality. 
Henry Coward says that good tone quality depends on the 
vi tal and resonant vowel. He suggests that all the beginning 
voc alization should be done on (oo) ru1d that this 
time and in succession to (oh), (aw), (ah), (ai), 
The introduction of the other vowel sounds brings 
resonance and is a very critical period.l6 
will pass in J 
and (ee). II 
in more nasal! 
I 
! 
There are two schools of thought on the use of (ah) as a 
II 
I
! vocalizing vowel. One side feel s t ha t the use of (ah) forte a d 
a vocalizing habit at the start of vocal work especially in th J 
It 
II 
elementary school, is sufficient to promote inflexible and 
constricted vocalism. These people suggest that the first 
exercises should be on the pp hum and that this should go 
16. Henry Coward, .QEY .£!_!., pp. 22-43. 
)I L 
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I' directly into vocalizat ion on the vowel (oo). The other vowel 
1: are to be brought in very carefully. The ( ah) vowel is not to 
I 
II 
I 
I 
' II 
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be introduced until the voice is singing over a range of two 
octaves with considerable ease. The opposite viewpoint states 
that the (ah) vowel is the normal vowel to use because it adds 
both br i ghtness and roundness to the voice. Mr. Smallman feels 
that (ee) is the most difficult vowel but that it is the best 
for resonance ~~d for this fact, a little of the vowel (ee) 
should be added to the other vowels whenever possible.l7 Tbe 
. 
reason for some peoples 1 ihabili ty to attack high tones ·softly 
on different vowels is sometimes said to be caused by a lack af 
discr i minat ion as to pure and exac t vowel form and tone color 
through the sense of bearing. In general, voice teachers feel 
that tone quality can best be taught by demonstration. Pupils 
must learn to produce correctly and project all the different 
vowels; certain vowels are considered to draw out definite 
characteristics. The (oh) is best for tone quality, {ah) is 
best for flexibility, (oo) is best for projection and (ee) is 
the best for resonance. Uany people feel that the key to good 
singing is correct formation and connection of vowels. Some 
go so far as to say that better management of the breath result 
from the demands of the song phrases and from correct formation 
of vowels. 
The proponents of the vowel (ah) say that t;hrough the use 
21 
· J' 17. J. Smallman and E . H. Wilcox , The Art of A Capella 
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of this vowel, the students will get the sensa tion of ~ -;ree, ~~ 22 
I 
open jaw. They claim that a ri gid jaw is interfering more wi th1\ 
1 free tone production than any other factor. A cure for this is 
to make the pupils open their mouths. I n general, stability 
and firmness of tone is established when the jaw is dropped in n 
a relaxed manner. William Brown feels that the ear is the in-
strument which commands the head through the lips, nostrils, 
tongue, etc., in controlling the tone. He bel i eves there is 
no actual voice control. There is only self control for the 
person and his instrument . lS 
Henry Coward says that the po s ition of the mouth should be 
changed with each dynamic change and the singer should vnll the 
1 f th th t · · · t · d · th · 'I muse es o e mou o rema1n 1n one pos1 1on ur1ng e sJ.ng-
ing of any one vowel sound . l9 The opening of the mouth is also 11 
1 advised if you want to get rid of the nasality in a tone. The if 
1 other side of the question is g iven by Herbert- Oaesari who asks, 
11 What constitutes the real mouth of the singer? Not the aper-
ture formed by the lips but the pharynx where the various 
shapes e,re o.btained for the vowel sounds • . • • the lips are 
actually of secondary importance. A vowel well formed intern-
ally in the pharynx is, by reflection, expressed externally by 
properly adjusted lips.:120 
The tongue is considered by many authors to be of vital 
lS . 
19. 
20 . 
56: 46. 
1.Hlliam E . Brown, 11 Train Your Ears", 36:15. 
Henry Coward, Q£ • cit . , p. 36. 
E. Herbert-Caesari, "Opening the Mouth in Singing", 
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importance. They say the tongue changes its shape for every 
vowel sung, and that by watmhing it in a mirror , one will see 
that the tip is kept pressed gently against the edge of the 
lower teeth. Holding it firmly thus helps ones vowel practice ·II 
Some go so far as to say that the f irst thing to teach in a 1 
class voice program is the correct way of using the tongue. I 
They feel that tl1e position of the tongue should remain the 
same throughout the singing of the vowel and that this makes 
for better resonance. 
"If the tongue is not the root of all vocal evils, 
there i s no doubt that to it may be traced many of 
the causes of faulty tone production. Correct 
vowels mean correct tone and the vowels are con-
trolled largely by the tongue •••• the singers should 
become acquainted with the proper position of the 
tongue for each vowel or diphthong as well as the 
consonants. The tongue must be kept forward in the 
mouth at all times, if the throat is to be kept open • 
•••• open only the mouth that a pencil may go between 
the teeth. It is the forward position of the tongue 
that will keep the throat open, not dropping the jaw 
which is a superinducing cause of a closed throat. 11 21 
Most students know that the term "a throaty tone" means 
the production of a tone from the throat. Eugene Feuchtinger 
1 
feels that this is incorrect since the i deal tone, for which 
they are striving, is produced, though not felt, in the throat. 
The case is rather that the real throaty tone, is the result 
of interference from the throat, jaw and chin muscles.22 
Choral directors generally feel that the time spent in 
voice exercises must be short, that the exercises must be ve~· / 
21. 
22. 
Tone", 
I 
51:339. 
Edward Faulds, "Think Straight in Singing", 49: 510 • IL 
Eugene Feuchtinger, "The Open Throat and Depth of 
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easy, so that they can be memorized and sung automatically. 
These exercises should not take more than five minutes of the 
l\ 24 
'1'~·~ 
rehearsal period. During these exercises, the students should 
be urged to observe their own physical sensations . Others 
feel that sometimes it is a good idea to have members of the 
group retire in turn to a distance and make their criticisms. 1 
Any technique gai ned through the vocal exercises should be adde~ 
immediately to the interpretation of the songs. The exercises 
should be unaccompanied and the singers should analyze every-
thing they do. 
Correct nasal placement m~~es it possible for boys to 
bridge between the lowe~· range and the higher more difficult 
notes. Some people use the hum in an attempt to get nasal 
11 l'esonance. This is usually more difficult to achieve when 
singing ff than when singing pp. Basses generally give the 
earliest signs of progress along this line. 
"Very many of the great singers of today, of both 
sexes, have told me that they believe the "nasal 
tone" taught in studios in this country is a 
blight on the progress of our young singers •••• 
for the proper tone resounds and vibrates quite as 
much in the top and back of~the head as it does in 
the face and nasal region." c3 
Harry Wilson feels that the term "voice placement" is in 
bad repute, because it implies that the voice is placed some-
where, even by force although the sensation of a good tone 
nevertheless is high &~d frontal. His way of getting at the 
problem is through soft humming of songs and scale passages 
23. Home:r Henley, 11 The Truth about Nasal Tone", 5l+:l.Jll.5. L 
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which gives the sensation of a free and unimpeded tone. The 
mental conception is also important for all beginning students. 
Humming is not a panacea for all vocal ills.24 Directions 
which are given by many teachers to achieve best tone quality 
are; Right Thinking; floating the tone; thinking of the tone; 
' vibrevting in the mask; and thinking the ideal tone. I 
Gregory has found that while practicing humming, certain II 
vi brat ions will be discovered in both the head and chest cav- 11 
ities. These vibrations indicate that there is a certain amouJf 
of freedom in the singing mechanism, and as more muscular inteJ[ 
11 _ ference is removed, the vibrations will become more pronounced. '25 
I 
Many music educators feel that good tone quality in the pupils 
ie obtained largely through imitation. New-port states an in-
teresting opinion; "Obviously sensation does not afford a 
legi tir.a.ate reason for all the voice placing that goes on i n its 
name . In the first place, the sensations of singers vary as 
much as do their personalities. In addition, these sensations 
often change with the singer changing moods. 11 26 
The question of vocal registrat ion is one of the most I 
I 
rctngelr 
there 
insistent controversial topics in the discussion of vocal 
Because the term "register" has not been clectrly defined, 
is little certainty as to just what is intended when this term 
is mentioned as a point in vocal theory or technique. That a 
24. Harry R. Wilson, QE• cit., p. 167. 
25. Herschell C. Gregory, ITA \'Tell Placed Vooe, the Goal of 
Every Singer", 56:331. 
26. Stone Gables Newport, "High Tones Cannot be Placed", 
45:54 . 
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I; so called register break usually occurs in the average untrainJ 
I ed singing voice is commonly conceded. 
summary of t hree schools of thought as 
1. Natural action theory. There 
The following is a 
set forth by Dr. Field.2r 
are no registers. Break~ 
ence in spontaneous laryngeal action causes spasmodic phonation1 
and resultant 11 register" breaks. I 
2. Speech action theory. The singing range is influenced! 
by the speaking range to the extent that the habitual daily 
activity of the speaking voice creates predominant vocal ten-
sions that affect the singing r ange. That seg~ent of the vocal 
gamut that is continually exercised in speaking acquires 
strength and firmness beyond t he development of relatively un-
used portions of the singing range in the upper and lower 
extremes of the voice. Transitional breaks or wobbly tones 
occur whenever the singing voice passes from a stronger to a 
weaker segment of the range. These transitional breaks define 
the so-called registers. 
3. :Mechanistic action theory. Pitch elevation in the 
27 . Victor A. Fields, Q£• cit., pp. 162-164. 
26 
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singing voice is controlled by the antagonistic action of 
thyro- arytenoid or cord stretching muscles and other extrinsic ! 
muscles. \Yhen one group of muscles is weaker than its antag-
onistic opposites, the former collapse under the stretching 
tensions of the latter, thus causing wobbly points in the vocal 
range, pitch fluttering or breaks. To offset such breaks, it is 
necessary to equalize the strength and tension of the wea.ker 
muscles so that a condition of perfect equilibrium or balanced 
tension may be reached between antagonistic muscular actions . 
The subject of registers brings the following statement 
from Edwa1·d Faulds. 
"According to the usual method of procedure of the 
devotees of "registers" there are three registers, 
for blending, the middle is sung with ah, the top 
with (o) or (oo), the bottom with aw. The covered 
(o) or (oo) is sure to lack resonance. Any such 
method of correcting the register evil is sure to 
bring about incorrect enunciation, while the extra 
breath pressure required will force the voice off 
pitch .~ •• regarding the Frontal tone, consider 
the contention that the voice should be brought 
forward in the mouth, against the teeth; or that 
it should be placed at the bridge of the nose or in 
the front of the face •••• the fact that one may 
feel certain vibrations at the nose or front of the 
face does not necessarily imply that the singer's 
thought should be centered there, in order, as it 
is said, to place the tone there. The followers of 
this credo seem to forget that the moment one '-"' -
attempts to place the voice anywhere but at the 
vocal cords, in the voice box, at that moment con-
striction of the throat begins. Another mistake of 
this method is the idea that res,onance in these 
cavities is the cause of correct1ly produced tone; 
where as resonance is simply a re:sul t . 11 2e:i 
I 
I 
I 
II 
The opposite viewpoint is held ~y many teachers, 
! 
especiallY 
i 
28. Edward Faulds, .QE. · cit., p . 510. 
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Th ey refer to all g ood- ma l -;-! --- ----
voices, bar itones particularly, having the sound of (o) or (oo) 
color every to ne in t ~ e upper voice, irrespective of t he fun-
damental vowel being sung . They feel tha t t h e male voic e s 
especially, should a l v<i&y s t h ink ( oo) into the upper tones, 
wh atever the vovv el. The habit of c arrying the open q_uality is 
injurious to the voice, as well a s likely to d egenerate into 
simple yelling. 
Dykema and Gehrkens strive for a proper ment a l conception 
of tone with the exercises in t erms of emotiona l expression. 
They s a y tha t vocalise s should not be t aken from a song ru~less 
they are bea utiful within thems elves. They feel that the soft 
I 
tone developes i ntonation, freedom from strain, up per tones andl 
uniform production. They advoc ate humming a s t h e way to d eve- 1 
lop resonance and t h e fl oating tone to get a proper legato. 29 I 
I In general, those people who advocate humming, also use thli 
pp or the softer tone a s the invariable mea sure of vocal q_uan- ~~ 
tity to be used until faulty production ha s been corrected. 
, They do concede the futility of using pp for correcting poor 1 
tone production, if the voc a l exercises beg i n i n the middle I 
reg ist er or proceed from low to high er notes • 
.h i;.rriette E. Eley do es not agree; she s ays, t hat the 
correctio ~ of t he q_uality should b egin with tone s i n t h e middle 
of the r ange. The work should t h en continue into the upper 
29. Peter W. Dykema and Karl L. Gehrkens, The Te c_.ching and 
..:c~.dministr ation of High Sch ool .Music, p. 100. 1 
___jl 
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, r ange very gradually. 30 11 
Another attempt to clear up the confusion surrounding the 11 
story of registers is made by P. A. TenHa.ff. 
"····the resonance of low tones is not confined to 
the chest; the extreme high tones do not vibrate en-
tirely in the head; the middle not just in the mouth; 
.••• sound waves travel in every direction, any 
a ttemp t to "focus" tones is only working against na-
ture ••••• a. register is a condition of the vocal 
cords and not a place of resonance. • ••• the entire · 
resonator of the violin is used for its higher as 
well as the lower tones, no matter what part of which 
string is vibrating , so it is with the human voice. 
Perfect relaxation is the way to achieve the over-
coming of a "·break". 31 
Occasionally, the opinion is expressed that pupils should 
try to s ing in instead of out. An interesting comment follows 
by A. G. Fory on the subject. 
"Try to sing in and it will be found that it is from 
within that that tone is amplified. Do not try to 
sing out for in so doing one must close the inside 
more or less to make the tone seem to go out. It 
will go out of itself bec ause there is no pl ace else 
for it t o go. The same closing will take place if too 
much emphasis is put upon bringing the tone forward. 
The tone is forced to come forward by giving less 
room at the back, and so it becomes white or shallow • 
•••• trying to open the voice also helps to counter-
act the tendency of the throat to contract. It also 
helps prevent the tendency of the larynx to rise as 
the upper register is approached.tt)2 
Listening to others produce good and bad tone may also 
help to improve tone quality. 
Blending 
Probably the most i mportant factors as far as the work of 
30. 
55:747. 
31. 
32 . 
Harriette Estelle Eley, "Singing Off Pitch, Its Cure", 
P. A. TenHaff, 11 !ixing Registers", 49: 8S 5. 
Gordon A. Fory, "Opening the Voice", 53:175. 
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the chorus is concerned come under the heading of blending. 
Nevertheless, these factors are also extremely important for 
the solo singer. Pitch is something that causes the singer 
constantly to be more careful, as there is nothing worse than 
to flat or sharp. Ho wever, no one is perfect, and it must hapl 
pen occasionally. It is one of the worst faults that a singer I 
can have, and every singer should have the ability, reasonably I 
spealcing, to sing on pitch the greater part of the time. I t is, 
I 
often said that if there is comple te diaphragm control and an I 
open mouth with relaxed lower jaw, intonation will take care of 
itself. Putnam33 feels that good intonation will be achieved 
1 if the students maintain a tonus and are a:t.ert at all times. 
In addition, they should be drilled on correct interval sing-
ing , and in sustaining the energy output until the phrase is 
completed. 
Good blending is easier in the middle re gister and should 
be studied in an attempt to carry over to the high and low 
registers. The whole chorus should be graded to the powers of 
the weakest section. Luvaas34 feels that there must be an 
awareness on the part of every member of the section, and of 
the section as a part of the whole. Whenever it is necessary, 
low altoes should strengthen the tenors . 
Flatting is genexally considered to be caused by poor 
breathing, posture and focus of tone along with a too slow 
33· Rex Putnam, High School Music, p. 101. 
34. Morton Luvaas, Choral Techniques, p. 7. 
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tempo. I t can be improved by projecting the tone forward . 
Sharping is caused by overstraining, over anxiety, ex-
cessive effort and too much vibrato. 
In many cases, singers fail to e,chieve accurate pitch 
because of faulty habits in tone production. Wycoff35 says 
that singers will often carry an entire song a shade off pitch 
and be wholly unconscious of that fact. The faulty tone pro-
duction which causes poor pitch can be remedied by careful 
I 
:I 
! 31 
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practice of the vowels slowly , and legato on one note, then 
another, go ing up the scale . Wilcox36 points out an interest-
ing example of the effect of faulty habits in tone production. · 
"One of the most persistent off pitch singers encountered in 
my career, was an excellently trained music ian who possessed 
the gift of absolute pitch. Listening to another singer she 
would recognize the slightest deviation from pitch". 
Many teachers consider relaxation the focal point of 
voice training. However, others feel that the pupils attempt 
to ach ieve relaxation will lead to flabbiness of the vocal 
organs resulting in singing off pitch. 
Diction 
The cultivation of the singer's diction gains importance 
in the voc al training program because of its fundamental im-
portance in the production of tone and because diction is basic 
Song Speech values also have ~~ 
35· Eva Emmett Wycoff, "Bringing Out the Singing Voice," 
4.:5 : 50 7 , p • 50 7 • ! 
to the interpretation of a text. 
36. John c. Wilcox, fl iJhy do they Sing off Pitch?", p. 49 . 
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a special interest. In song, the vocal factor is always pri- I 
Res- / mary whereas in speech, the voice may become secondary. 
onance and projection are far more important and conspicuous 
than in speaking. Musical and aesthetic requirements of sing-
ing are much more exacting than in speaking, sometimes requir-
ing a subordination of intelligibility to tone production. 
Singing employs more sustained and drat-natic forms of express-
ion than speech. Many techniques of diction are 
ia ted with techniques of voc·al tone production. 
closely assocl 
To the singer, 1 
the vowels are important for ton& and rhythm and consonants 
are anti-vocal and interrupt tone and rhythm·. 
In gene ral, techniques for developing diction represent 
two schools of thoug~which are mentioned by Doctor Fields.37 
(1) Tone is subordinated to text. Sing as you speak 
method are favored by this group. At first, vocal and mus ical 
values of the song are entirely i gnored, while the mean ing of 
I 
the text is studied. The final step comes when music and voic~ 
are connected to the words only after the student understands 
the text. 
( 2) Text is subordinated to tone. In this procedure, 
the words are removed and the melody is then treated as a 
series of vocal exercises. The emphasis is laid on vowel forms! 
I' 
and individual consonants that provide the vocal tone. 
I 
Occasionally, the singer is cautioned against acquiring 
an artificial style or diction for singing. The words diction ~ ! 
I 
37. Victor A. Fields, op. cit., pp. 212-214. 
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articulation, pronunciation, and enunciation are --ve~y-~~=t=e=n== ~~-~~· 
misused. The following is the correct definition. Diction is 11 
articulatioJ , the rendition of words in singing with emphasis on 
1 pronunciation, and enunciation. It is the art or manner of 
expression and the use of language with regard to clearness, 
accuracy, and variety. Articulation is defined as a movement 
indicating the relative position of the tongue and palate in 
order to produce a given sound, especially a consonant. Pro-
II 
I 
I 
I 
nunciation is the act or manner of pronouncing for uttering 
words while enunciation means to state with formal exactness . I 
Christy38 feels that attention should be focused on clear1 
cut articulation which is most valuable in obtaining a pian-
issimo and accurate intonation. Proper attention to diction 
alone will make a very good chorus from mediocre talent. Pro-
nunciation in singing should be the sa~e as in speaking. Con- 1/ 
sonants must be articulated with great exaggeration and linked I 
1 over to the next vowel. Difficulty with both the percussion 1 
i 
and sibilant consonants will be lessened if attacks and re- I 
I leases are precise. The final vowel in a diphthong should be JJ 
rapidly pronounced just as a consonant . 
1 
Another technique for pupils is to try to think of what 
they are saying and deliver it as in a private conversation. 
1 Smallman39 says that there must be a greater pressure for 
consonants than for vowels. Each consonant and vowel should 
3S. 
39. 
V~~ A. Christy, Glee Club and Chorus, p. 41. 
J. Smallman and E . H. Wilcox, QQ.• cit., p. 16. 
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be carefully studied as to the correct way of production. 
In ~--- - -- -
speaking and in singing, the identical mechanism is used. 
Speech has singing aspects, and song has speech characteris-
tics. The speech-song way of bringing out the voice is prob-
ably the most natural. DeBruyn40 points out 5 obstacles to 
the speech-song method. 
1. Failure of beginner to grasp the concept of singing 
as sustained speech. 
2. Incorrect employment of speaking voice. 
3. Developing of emotion without encountering patholog-
ies, as throatiness. 
4. Difficulty of women in expressing emotion in the 
studio. 
5· The problem of high note saying. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I The speech-song method calls for the sruae intensity a s I 
that of ordinary conversation. In enunciation and pronundatio9 
while singing, the less important words or parts of words must 
be subordinated as in speech. This method demands the use of 
perfect English. 
There is an interesting conflict of viewpoints by Skiles4 
1 
i 
and Ohristy42. Skiles says that singing is really speaking setl 
to music. In order to produce bot h vowels a.nd consonants, 
according to their true cultural value, and without loss of 
4o. 
56:367. 41. 
42. 
John ~V . DeBruyn, "The Oldest Authentic Voice Method", 
Wilbur A. Skiles, "The D- iphthong Vowels", 57:532. 
Van A. Christy, QQ• cit., p. 45. 
beauty and spontaneity in the singing tone, the singer must 
obtain complete command of his vocal organs through subcon-
)I 35 
sci~us mental direction. Christy trains his pupils 
technique conscious and to forget the naturalness of 
to be :i 
expre ssionl 
I 
The relaxed jaw is somet i mes considered the key to good 
diction . Exaggeration of phonation and articulation is also 
important in the speech-song method. The diphthong is general~ 
considered to have the first vowel sustained. Wilson4 3 does 1
1 
not think of diphthongs as compound vowels. He treats the 
shorter vowel, whether it comes at the beginning or end, as a 
consonant which is art iculated as quickly as possible. 'What-
ever is done, the best singing method will probably be the one 
which feels easiest and most natural. Regardless of method, 
the throat should always feel open, f\l.'Ere and comfortable. 
The reading material for this section of the thesis came 
from three sources : First, the Boston University College of 
I Music library; second, the Boston University School of Educa-
tion library; and third, the music room of the central Boston 
Public Library. 
The ideas and opinions which have been gleaned from the 
I 
literature and research are the bases on which the que stionnair ~ 
· is built . 
43. Harry R. i!Tilson, .Q.£• cit., p. 171. 
I 
I 
., 
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CHAPTER III 
Building and Administering the Instrument 
Restatement of the factors involved i n vocal technic: 
The factors involved in vocal technic as it applies to 
wo rk in a Senior High School chorus or in a private studio 
lesson situation may be covered under the five headings as the 
h ave been set up. The first step in obtaining the opin ions of 
the group of music educators and the group of private voice 
teachers wa.s to decide what kind of an instrument would be 
built. The instrument must be understandable, easily answered, 
and extremely comprehensive. These factors, it was decided, 
could best be achieved by building a. rating scale. The pur-
poses of this study could be met by either a. five-point scale 
or a three- point scale. The five-point scale would make it 
po ss ible to cover both the negative and the positive attitudes 
of the teachers on the various subjects. The three-point scale 
would be able to cover either the positive or the ne gative, bu 
not both. At this point, the writer decided to delimit the 
study to the extent that only those positive things which 
teachers tell their pupils would be sought. This i mmediately 
I 
II 
II 
I 
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II 
caused the writer to use the three-point scale. Dr. ffilliam 
' Fischer of Needham was instrumental in aiding the writer in 
setting up t he outline of the r ating-scale. 
Building the Items: 
It was decided to try as much as possible, to have the 
items in each section graded, starting with the simpler or 
ba sic considerations and continuing to the more complex or 
involved. 
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The items were also constructed with the thought in mind 
of finding out primarily the gener al trend of thou ght of the 
t wo groups. (Music educators and private teachers.) This made,! 
it neces sary to ask some questions wh ich would be of an intro-
1 ductory nature. The three-point scale made it possible fo r t e as e 
answering the questionnaire to indicate to what de gree they 
b r ought out the vaxious topics to their pupils. The first 
question in each group was completely introductory in that it 
attempted to find generally whether the te acher mentions this 
particular field of thought to his pupils at .all or not. 
Breathing 
Firs t, the question of mentioning various parts of the 
an a tomy which are agreed to have a definite part in the work-
ing of the breathing apparatus was covered in questions one 
and t wo. Questions three and four were directed toward find-
ing how much t he i deas of tone and pressure of air are brought 
i n to the teaching . Five and six are concerned with the taki~ 
of a breath and the use of exercises in developing the use of 
t he breathing organs to the extent where they will best serve 
the increased needs of singing. 
Posture 
This i s e, particularly important section from the point 
of view of the music educator. The first two questions are 
concerned with those positive physical positions which we must 
assume when singing. The third question deals with the mental 
picture which the teacher may try to impress on the mind of 
the pupil for purposes of adding to the possibility of his 
assuming the correct posture which is so necessary to any 
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attempt at improving singing. The fourth question concerns 
i tself with the head position only end its correct position in 1 
making better tone production. II 
Tone Quality 
This is a subject which one could literally go on for 
ever in attempting to cover. Ho wever, the writer has tried to 
make it as general and as basic as possible, and at the s ame 
time, to bring up a fe w of the quest i ons which are perhaps 
beyond t he basic stage in the minds of some people. These 
, qu e stions have caused considerable argument in the past . The 
first t wo questions again concern themselves with the physic~ 
entities vmich are responsible fo r the particular tone quality 
which the teacher is trying to obtain. The fourth and fifth 
II 
questions are b~sed on i deas for exercising the voice. The il 
sixth and seventh questions are made up of those phrases which 
mi ght be considered to go beyond the very basic. However, the 1! 
I' 
I 
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writer feels that we must explore these ideas also, for at 
1
/ 
some point, the question must be answered as to what is the I 
correct way. The ninth question is again concerned with the 
mental attitude which the teacher may or may not impress upon 
the pupils as being benefic ial. 
Blending 
This is another topic which is largely choral in its 
application . However, most of the questions must be answered 
1 
by both the music educator and the private teacher in one way 
or another. The problem of the trained voice in any amateur 
or school group is always a very real problem. The third, 
fourth, fifth and sixth ques tions regarding attack, release, 
flatting and sharping, are definite problems which must be 
solved in one way or another. 
Diction 
In diction, we have not only the subjects of vo:;.1els and 
consonants, but also the idea of the relationship between 
'I I, 
II 
I 
singing and speaking. Some people consider this relat ionship 
so strong that they build an entire method of study along this 1/ 
line. How i mportant this is to the people of Massachusetts in l 
the field will be determined by the questionnaire. The dip- ! 
1. 
I 
I 
thongs are of particular importance in the English language 
since we have so many of them. The last question in this 
I students have in regard to consonants and vowels • 11 
The questionnaire originally covered nearly eight pages. II 
group is also concerned wi th the mental picture wh ich the 
I 
II I 
II 
It was discussed by Dean Freeman and the class in the Seminar 
in ,fusic Education, and many val uable suggestions for delimit-
ing and refining the questionnaire were made. Doctor Farnam 
of the Methods of Research also analyzed the questionna i1·e as 
did Professor Snyder of t he music education department. Many 
of the ideas of these various readers were incorporated into 
the final preparation of the instrument ·w·hich covers four pages.l 
including an introductory page of questions and instructions 
1
1 
for answering . 
Those to Whom the Questionnaire was Sent : 
.l.'.!Ius ic Educators : 
The writer wished to have the questionna.ire answered by 
people who have had a marked degree of success in the field; 
teachers who are known to be competent. The first step in 
obtaining a list of such teachers was to obtain a copy of the 
194-9-50 membership list of the Massachusetts Music Educators 
' Assoc iation from Herbert Silverman, Secretary Tre asurer of the 
Assoc i at i on . Dean Freeman then screened this list and a sub-
sequent l ist was prepared and sent to five leading music edu-
cators for their approval . The judges who took part in this 
phase of the work were Miss Maude Howes of Quincy, Mrs. Lita 
'Wh itney of the New England Conservatory of 1Eusic, Doctor J ame s 
R. Houghton, Professor Francis Findlay, and Miss Helen S . 
Leavitt, all of the Boston Universi ty College of .r. usic faculty . 
The final list, which consisted of 54 names, was made up of 
those who received approval by at least four-fi fths of the 
I 
I 
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1 judges. An explanatory and introductory letter accompanied the 
questionnaire in each case. 
Private Teachers: 
The private teachers also presented the problem of a list 
of voice teachers who could be considered to be competent and 
successful in their work. The National Association of Teach-
er's of Singing offered the solution to this problem with the 
list of the members of the Massachusetts Association. This 
list was obtained from Miss Mabel Friswell through the assis- I 
tance of ~ liss Gertrude Tingley, President of the Boston Chap- · I 
ter. All t he members of the Association ha.ve been teaching 
for at least five years and every applicant must be sponsored 
by at least two present members. The members of the Associ-
1 at ion are on the staff of nearly every ma.j or school, college 
I 
I 
:I 
or conservatory of music in the country. A ra_n.dom sampling of il 
An explanatory and intra- II 65 names was taken from this list. 
ductory letter accompanied the questionnaire which asked the :I 
teachers to answer the questions from their point of view as 
private teachers. 
41 
CHAPTER IV 
Analysis of the data 
The questionnaire was sent to 54- music educators' and 65 
private teachers. The questionnaire was retuxned by 40% of thl 
music educatoxs and 5tS% of the private teachers. The average I 
chorus size is quite large . It includes 31 sopranos; 21 altos .; 1 
13 tenors ; and 16 basses. The avexage time spent in xehearsal II 
per week is one ~~d three quarter hours. The average number of 
rehearsals being two. Eighty-nine per cent of the music edu-
cato rs conduct their choruses and 24% of the music educators 
accompany as well as conduct . There are special voice train-
ing clas ses in only 29% of the schools covered. Only 38% spend
1 
a definite part of the time of rehearsal in actual voice train~l 
ing procedure. 
Statistical Analysis: 
In orde!' to establish a concrete comparison of the ans-
wers of the music educators and of the px ivate teachers, the 
private teachers will be axbitrarily designated (+) and the 
music educators(-). The percent differences will be calcu-
l ated for each of the three possible answers in each of the 
42 
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t wo groups and then a percent difference column will be estab-
lished by adding. A difference of over twenty per cent ~1 be 
1 considered significant and worthy of comment. The differences 
,, of special interest will be those showing a marked difference 
1 between the pe rcentage s in the (0) and (2) columns, since the 
differences in any two adjacent columns would tend to balance 
off each other. 
Breathing 
The music educators were very much in favor of mentioning 
the general subject of breathing. However, they are not in 
favor of go ing very fa.r beyond that point. They do mention 
the diaphragm. too a great extent but are not particularly in-
, terested in the other parts . 
II 
The fact that they mention the 
I breath support more than the other factors in seeking smooth-
ness of tone shows that they do indeed place a great deal of 
I 
li 
il 
li 
II 
emphasis on the importance of proper breathing. The subject of 1 
[I 
[, 
li 
I 
breath support or pressure for high and l ow tones brought al-
most an equal spread of answers over the three-point scale. 
They were also fairly evenly divided in answering the questions 
on how a breath should be taken. Considerably more emphasis is 
placed on breathing exercises with tone than exercises without 
tone. They do mention the staggered breath factor at some time 
in all but five percent of the cases. 
The private teachers placed a great deal of emphasis on 
the various aspects of breathing. They also mention the dia-
phragm a great deal a.nd in addition, the other parts of the 
il ~4 
I 
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' anatomy concerned with breathing. They tend to place more em-
phasis than the music educator s on all three aspects of improv-'1 
ing the smoothness of tone, but are also more interested in the!! 
,, 
!I breath support than the other two. They also sho~ed somewhat I 
more interest in mentioning the amount of breath ~ressure. for II 
the high and low tones . There i s a fati'ly equal divi s i on on 11 
1 how to take a breath with the scale somewhat in favor of both I 
I 
· mouth and nose. Compared. to the music educators, they are much 
more in favor of breathing exercise s without tone. I nterest-
ingly enough, the private teachers also gave their views on the1l 
I 
subject of staggering the breathing of ·a chorus as shown by the, 
II 
They are a1so
11 largely in favor of having the chorus stagger the breath i n 
il 
II 
fact that 63% answered this part i cular question . 
excessively long passages . 
BREATHING 
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A tremendous difference of opinion appears in the subject 
of mentioning the rib muscles. Forty-four percent more of the 
music educators do not mention the point at all than do the 
private teachers. At the other end of the scale, there are 
fifty percent more private teachers than music educators who 
place a great deal of stress on this subject. The s ame genera] 
picture remains in mentioning any of the part s of the breathin . 
anatomy with the exception of the diaphragm. ThE is the first 
indication of a real difference of opinion between the two 
groups. 
There is also a great difference on the subject of the 
phys ic al feeling of the tone. The private teachers are thirty 
one percent more in favor of mentioning this point all the 
time. They also show wide difference of opinion on the points 
of breath support and pressure. The private teachers also 
mention the way to take a brea.th mo re tha.n do the music edu-
caters . 
One interesting comment on the subject of breath pressure 
was that if the tone was kept in the air, the tone itself 
go verns the pressure necessary to produce it. Another person 
said that he uses the word pressure guardedly. If the tone is 
properly focused and on the breath, the projection of that 
tone causes pressure of the muscles in the pelvic region. 
i 
I Posture I 
The music educators do show a gree.t i nterest in the IL==-= ====================~==============~=======/, 
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specific suggestions for arriving at a better posture. The 
rea.l exception to this was a large majority, fifty-seven per- ~~ 
cent, who strongly favor keeping the arms behind the back. It 
was also i nteresting that some thirty-nine percent indicated 
that they mention having the weight on the heels occasionally. 
' The t wo suggestions for mentally improving posture which the 
writer had believed to be quite common, proved to be quit e 
unpopular. They we re fairly evenly spread over changing the 
way a pupil holds his head and also were definitely much more 
interested in having the child lower his chin in attempting to 
stop forcing of the voice. 
The private teachers also stressed the general picture of I 
' the subject . By way of correcting posture, they were most in- II 
teres ted in placing one foot ahead, distributing the wieght 
over the foot and folding the hands in front. Over the other 
questions the answers of this group remained well scattered 
excepting in the case of raising the chin on which sixty-t\70 
percent answered for no mention of this point. 
Comparisons: 
The very large difference which appeared between the two 
groups on the point of keeping the hands behind the back is 
apparently easily explained. Music educators favor this by 
fifty-seven percent for mentioning all the time because the 
!I 
I 
I, 
II 
I 
II 
private t eacher is naturally thinking of solo public 
while the mus ic educator is thinking of group public 
appeara.11ce' 
II appear anc e
11
• 
This point is brought out even mo1·e by the fact that twenty-
r 
I' 
\i 
1: 
46 
., 
seven percent more private teachers always mention holding the- -- -
I 
hands in front. The writer stated in Chapter II that the musid 
" educators would probably show more interest in posture than th II 
private teachers after reading a great deal of literature on 
I 
the subject . However, the fact that twenty-seven percent more 1 
music educators express no interest in the idea of pulling a 
string from the upper back of the head would seem to contra-
diet the earlier decision. 
One of the private teachers comments that the chin should 
never change from the normal position when the body is in per-
i' feet alignment. Another feels that any muscular directions as II 
fa,r as the head are concerned will tend to stiffen. Another 
1 feels that movement of the head when vocalizing tends to creatJ 
more relaxation. The se comments were all by private teachers. 
c 
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Music Educator 
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Tone Quality I 
The music educators express a great interest in the field 11 
I 
jl 
II 
of tone quality. Eighty-one percent of the music educators 
answered the question on the difficulty of vowels. The vowel 
(ee) was considered most difficult by seventy-one percent, six 
percent considered (ah) most difficult. The others were (a) 
eleven percent, and (o) and (u) six percent each. The most 
difficult was the only vowel on which there was any kind of 
agreement. The parts of the anatomy were not considered very 
important, but of these , the lips and jaw were mentioned the 
1 most. They were also quite evenly divided on the idea of vo-
calises. The subject of dynamic level for improvement of tone 
quality shows a trend in favor of working at the (pp) level. 
The next question regarding covering and registers shows that 
these points do not receive any attention to speak of. Thirty 
eight percent answered the question of how many registers. 
1 
Fifty percent of these consider three registers, twenty-five 
percent consider two registers, twelve and one-half percent 
consider one and one-half registers, and twelve and one-half 
percent consider one register. The opinions are evenly dis-
tributed over the various topics mentioned in question seven, 
i.e., tone placement and head tone both receive considerably 
more attention than any of the others . The falsetto is men-
tioned sometimes by forty percent. They definitely favor 
, thinking on the same plane when going up the sca.le. 
The private teachers show a ninety-one percent 
mentioning tone quality all the time. The greatest 
interest in the physical paxts was indicated on the 
ir.terest in 1 
amount of L 
tongue, 
'I 
,I 
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1 lips and j avv . They are definitely not in favor of working on I! 
tone quality from the (f) dynamic level. Seventy-six percent 
answered the quest ion on difficulty of vowels. The vowel (ee) 
was considered the most difficult by sixty-six percent. The 
vowel (a) was the most difficult for seven percent, {ah) the 
most difficult for twenty-one percent, and ( oo) for six pe rcent!. 
They defini t ely are not interested in the subject of covering I 
and registers with very fe w exceptions. Fifty-two percent I 
answered the question of the number of registers. Three I 
i 
re gisters are mentioned by se:venty-five percent, t wo by ten 11 
percent , one by fifteen percent, and (two for male and three !I 
for female) by ten percent . They are also scattered quite eveJ -
ly over the subjects in question seven . However, the idea of 
resona_n.ces is mentioned al l the time by sixty-six percent. 
- II 
Thirty-four percent ment ion the falsetto ocrasionally . 1'hey arej, 
:I definitely in favor of thinking on the same plane when goinc· un 
the scale although they are evenly divided on the other poi:ts] 
Conr!)ari sons: - I 
The two group s definitely consider the vowel (ee) as the 
most difficult although t he private teachers consi der ( ah) the I 
1 most difficult in fifteen percent more cases than the mus ic 
educators . The private teachers are also thirty-nine percent 
1 more in favor of ment ioning the tongue in its relationship to 
good tone quality . Another point is the greate r use of vocal- II 
ises by thirty-nine percent more private teachers. Thirty- \I 
three perc ent of the music educators do not mention the i dea o, 
c~-===---- -======== =============== --+--=== 
I 
'• 
covering the voice at all. A s i gnificant diffe renc e came on 
1 
the subject of resonances wh ich are mentioned all the time by I 
twenty-seven percent more private teachers. The s ame situat ion 
is also true in the subjects of nasal resonance and placing the 
voice . An extremely significant differenc e appeared on the 
quest ion of thinking down where twenty-five percent more mus ic 
educators do not mention this at all. On the other hand, twent~ 
1 five percent more private teachers do mention singing on the 
same plane . These points are very i mportant becau se it is im-
portant for the pupils to have a definite mental picture wh ich 
' is absolutely clear. 
TON'E Q,UALITY 
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Blending 
The music educators show a real interest in both the 
topics of blending and intonation. They also feel that a 
trained voice should be toned do1m in the group situation. 
They are very definitely in favor of mentioning al l the phases 
presented in preparing for the attack. The release is a.dvo-
1 
cated by the release of breath pressure more than any other 1 
point ; however, they are scattered in opinion on this subject. I 
I 
They do not mention timidity in a large majority of th e 
I 
cases for the correcting of flatting . Too much head resonance 1 
is definitely not considered a factor in c orrecting sharping byll I. 
seventy-nine percent of the group. The other two points are 
considered very important either all or part of the time . 
The private teachers are more in favor of mentioning in-
tonation than blending. They also offered their opinions on 
, the question of a trained voice in a chorus end are divided 
evenly between keeping the voice do'l)m end al lowing the voice 
I 
I 
I 
I 
to lead. They are also very much interested in mentioning the II II 
I 
four points in preparing for the attack. Sixty percent are in j 
I 
I favor of mentioning the release of breath pressure all the 
/' time for release of the tone. They do not mention the other 'I 
II 
li 
I' 
two points at all in a majority of cases. 
divided in their opinions on the approach 
They are very evenlYjl 
to correcting flat- I 
I 
ting. They also do not mention the factor of too much head 
resonance at all in correcting sharping. I 
II 
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Comparisons: 
The only significant difference in this section comes on 
the point of keeping the well trained voice down in a chorus. 
The music educators being twenty percent more in favor of keep-
ing it do"m a t all times. Several of the other points show 
significant differences under individual scale points but the 
relationship bet~een adjacent points tends to balance the 
whole situation. 
One private teacher com.vnents that if a voice is really wel 
trained, it will naturally blend in v.i th the chorus and there 
will "be no need for restraint. The release is explained by 
I 
another as simply stopping the tone but sustaining breath as 
if I 
another tone were to be sung . The dark vowels are advocated 
by anothe r in correcting sha~ing. 
5a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
ba 
b 
c 
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Diction 
The music educators show a very real interest in all four 
points connected with diction. They also favor the comparison 
of speaking and singing. They mention a part or all of the 
time the subject of diphthongs in ninety percent of the cases. 
They also tell their pupils to get the words across a part or 
e.ll the time in one-hundred percent of the cases. The i dea of II 
indicating vowels relatively pp to the consonants f is not con-
si dered at all by eighty-five percent. 
The private teachers show a nearly un~~imous interest in 
the four points connected with diction. They also mention the 
comparieson of speaking and singing, and the s inging of vo wels 
and articulating of consonants in a large majority of the 
situations. They mention the 
and the linking over of final 
correct enunciation of diphthongs~ 
consonant s to the follo wing word. ! 
\1.hen the student i s slighting the consonants , they reenforce I 
attention to the attack and tell them to get 
Ninety- one percent do not menti on the vowels 
while the consonants are (f). 
I 
the words across . I 
as relatively (pp) : 
Comparisons: 
The only point on which the two groups differ was on the 
subject of singing on the vowels and articulating with the 
consonants. Thirty-five percent more of the private teachers 
ment ion this all the time while twenty-one percent more of ~ 
music educators do not mention it at all . 
One teacher tells his pupils to pay more attention to the 
!I 
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consonants. 
I Another s ays that when the group is slighting the 
conson~~ts, more use of lips and tip of the tongue is needed. 
DICTION 
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From information given in this chapter, the conclusions 
in the following chapter may be dre,vm . 
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CHAPTER V 
Conclusions 
The fact that only 3S% of the music educators who re-
sponded have any part of their chorus rehearsal for voice 
training procedures, indicates that this pari of the music 
program is being relatively neglected. This is unfortunate 
since only 29% have special voice training classes. This situ- 1 
ation appears even darker when one considers the fact that the 'I 
questionnaire wa.s sent to a selected group of successful music 
educators. The amount of time for rehearsal, and the large 
I. 
size of the average chorus, is undoubtedly the main reason for I 
this difficult situation. The large majority of music educa-
tors would gladly give more time to this phase if they felt 
that the time could be spared. Nevertheless, the wTiter feels 
that in view of the importance of voice training, it should re 
ceive more attention than is now the case. 
The analysis shows a slightly greater interest by private 
teachers in the more technical aspects. However, this differ-
ence between the two groups is not as great as might be ex-
1 
' pected. 
The following suggestions for voice training practices in 
the choral field ~re advocated by the music educators covered 
in this study. The use of the diaphragm and its part in breath 
support; the staggering of breathing whenever necessary; and 
the keeping of the arms behind the back when standing with 
regard to posture. Although they do mention tone quality as 
something to work on, there was no indication of a definite 
I trend of interest in the contributing factors. In preparing 
for the attack, they do mention both the vowel and the conso-
nant. They consider flatting to be caused by fatigue, and 
s.harping by tension. They explain the formation of dipthongs 
and constantly remind their groups to get the words across . 
il 
I 
II 
Voice training in public schools should serve three pur- il 
poses. First, the average student should be aided in using \j 
his voice well enough for community singing, with the resultingll 
1
; improvement in the speaking voice. Secondly, the pupils who I 
a.r~ especially interested in music should have a good vocal 
foundation, no matter what instrument they may play. Third, 
the pupils who are interested in singing professionally should 
have an opportunity to get a basic understanding which points 
toward their future development. The writer feels that this 
third point is perhaps the most important. For many students, 
this is the only place to receive guidance in what should be 
1 taught an d what should not be taught in any voice training 
I program, whether in a group or with a private teacher. 
Up to t h is point, the private teachers have dictated wha t 
--_:-__.:::_-_ 
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ideas on the subject will be t a ught b y the music educator. The 
research section showed that there is a definite confusion and 
misunderstanding of terms on all aspects of the subject. The 
v'rr iter feels th ." t the re sult of these t wo f a ctors h a s produced 
s ome of the conflict a nd misunderstanding of terms in the r a nks 
of t he music ed uc a tors covered i n t h i s study , a s shown by t he 
I 
spr e a d of ans wers on a ma jority of the questions. The sugge s tions 
I 
previously mentioned make a very fine basis for the development 1 
of a good voc a l tr a i n ing program. If the music educ a tors con-
tinue to think in these directions, the result will surely be 
an even greater und erstanding than now exists. 
Th e final point of any worthwhile voice training program 
should be the production of a free a nd open voice. Although 
' the p ublic school music director cannot exp ect to develop any- · 
thing of a truly professional nature, nevertheless his program 
1: 
must be directed toward this ultimate goal in order to obt a in 
g ood r e s ults. In other words, a definite criteria of voc a l 
perfection must be est abli shed. 
-----
CHAPTER VI 
Comments and Suggestions for Further Research 
The early difficulties in writing a thesis are very 
II 
often 11 
concerned with delimiting the subject. This was true in the 
case of this particular work. The general field of voice 
training has become so complex that it is difficult to control 
one's thinking to the point where it is realistic, basic and 
I 
practical. However, the result of a work of this kind is very 
often the development of an intense interest in one particular 
phase. Obviously, the reason for this interest in one particul 1 j 
lar phase is that the person believes that this phase is per- j 
haps the focal point of the whole problem. This was also true II 
in this wo rk. 
The result of extensive reading, close observation of li 
many singers of all ages, both professional and non-professionl l 
al, private study with several voice teachers, and the prepar- Jl 
ation of the questionnaire makes the writer feel that the 
question of how or in what position the child should hold his 
head is very impor~ent. This is based on the difficulties 
experienced by many pupils who attempt to sing a high note. 
-- Every teacher must have observed- the extreme tensions in jaw --=--1 
and throat which so many pupils clearly show. I In the majority I 
of such cases, the j aw becomes more rigid and juts farther out 
with each rise of pitch. In addition, there is almost always 
a concurrent increase in the "throaty" or "strangled" tone. 
The results of the questionnaire show that a l ar ge majority of 
I' both the private voice teachers and the music educators attemp~ 
to control this situation by instructing the pupils to lower 
their chins. I 
I 
Any tension in the jaw has a definite relationship to the 
1
1 
act of phonating as shorm by the obvious results in tone qual-
ity. What is this relationship? :Most ieachers appa.rently be-
J.ieve that the jaw, some how of itself, becomes stiff and the 
result is a pinched tone. They attempt to correct this b y 
telling their pupils to relax the jaw. The writer believes 
that this is reversing the true cause and effect, and offers 
the follo wing analysis. 
The natural position of the larynx, voice box, or Adam's 
apple, is in a deep seated position. However, in almost all 
cases with untrained singers, there is a definite rise in 
position as the higher notes are reached. The rise in posi-
tion is i mmediately felt as a st r ain all the way up t hrough 
the jaw. The result is that the jaw also rises and ju-sts out 
in great tension. What is the reason for this rise in positioJ ? 
1. Air pres sure is created in the lungs through the 
functioning of the diaphragm and other muscles concerned. 
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2. This air pressure is concentrated at the vocal cords 
during the phonating process. 
3. In a majority of cases, those muscles which serve to 
support the larynx in controlling the air pressure are not 
strong enough. The result is that the entire mechanism submits1j 
to the air pressure and is pushed up. 
This process may be compared to the situation which occurs
1
1 
when an untrained person attempts to play a wind instrument. 
Very often the entire musculature of lips and cheeks which go 
to make the embuchure is so weak, that there is a visible sub-
mission to the air pressure. 
The writer cannot bel ieve that the lowe ring of the chin 
will help. This would simply be adding one constricting force 
on top of another. 
The entire voice me chanism should be thought of as a tube. 
If this tube i s bent either forward or backward, it will natur-1 
ally be constricted. 
The writer has not come in contact wi th any kind of vocal 
exercises which will develop the correct hold against the air 
pressure. However, there are a few things which can be sug-
gested which follow along with this line of thinking . 
1. The head should be held in a natural position, i.e., 
the chin should be neither raised nor lowered . 
2. The pupils should be aware of the air pressure. They 
should attempt to hold or restrain this a ir pressure during I 
the production of a tone. This does not mean that they should II 
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constricted. 
3· They should be encouraged to smile, especially in the Ill 
hi gh register. This smile will not be effective if it is II 
completely artificial. Whatever the mood of the song, it should 
II 
be felt and transmitted into the smile. The smile usually ,I 
' denotes happiness; however, the basic physical act of smiling 
may be used in any mood. 
These three suggestions will not prove helpful unless the 
vowels are always pure. 
The most important work which can be done in this field 
1 would be the development of some worthwhile vocal exercises. 
The so-called vocalises which are now in use are mainly useful 
in warming up the voice. It would be a boon to the entire 
' field if someone could develop some exercises which would be 
mainly useful in developing the holding action of the vocal 
mechanism. A complete analysis of all the various kinds of 
vowel sounds would undoubtedly turn up something which could 
be applied directly to this problem. The trumpet player has 
only to practice the prepared exercises and his embuchure 
develops. The same is definitely not true for the singer. 
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Appendix 
1 . Questionnaire 
2. Form letter to private teachers 
3. Form letter to music educators 
II 
II 
.. 
Name 
--------------------------------
School Adaress 
----------------------------------------
Official Title _________________ ~---------------------
Size of most typical Senior High School ohorua: Sopranos ____ , Altos ______ , 
Tenors , Basses , 
------- -----
Rehearsal time per week hrs 0 Number of rehearsal periods per week • 
-
Do you conduct? ___ • Conduct end a.ooompany? ----• 
List your chorus materials other than Octavo 
------------------------------
Do you have any voice training classes? • Do you have a jefinite part of 
---
your rehearsal time set aside for voice training?_ • 
This questionnaire is largely in the form of a rating scale. 
The scale is 0 1 2. The correct response is to be circled. 
0 not at all; nothing. 
1 fairly importantJ generally mentioned; sometimes. 
2 extremely important} stressed often; always. 
There may be same items which you emphasize to your pupils in a negative 
way. DO NOT answer the questions from this point of view. 
Please check if you would like to receive a summary of conclusions 
t~rmulated by this questionnaire. • 
------
E 
, 
1. 
3o 
5. 
6. 
Do you 
Do you 
mention: <l)breathing C 
c) oheat treathing 
mention: a) diaphragm 
Ct) rib muscles 
0 1 
0 
When seeking smoothness of tone 
o) b1:eath support 
Breathing 
1 2; 6-)deap breathing 
n 1 2 J J)oollarbone 
l 
do 
2; 0~bdcminal musoles 
2;Jhungs 0 1 2. 
Y"u mention: 
breathing 
0 1 2. 
• 
0 1 
~) 
2J the t one itself 0 1 
c) the physical feeling cf the tone 0 l 2. 
() 1 
2; 
Do you ·mention: o)the same breath support or pressure should be used for 
high tones as for low tones 0 l 2J 
6-)thera should be more pressure as they 
Do you mention that a brea·bh should be taken: o)through 
b-) mouth and nose 0 1 2; ~)nose 0 
Do you mention:a)breathing exercises with tone 0 1 
&)without tone 0 1 2o 
1 
go up 0 1 2. 
the mouth 0 1 
2. 
2. 
• 
2· 
• 
7, Do you have your chorus stagger their breathing in passages which require 
excessively long breaths 0 1 2, 
Posture 
--
1, Do you mention pf'l sture 0 1 2. 
2. 'VIlhan they are standing do you mention:Q)feet together 0 1 2. 
• 
4 feet apart 0 1 2;c)one f'oot ahead 0 1 2; 
J.) weight distributed over the foot 0 1 2; 
~)weight on the heels 0 1 2; flarma at the sides 0 l 2J 
9) behind baok 0 1 2; h ~ands folded in front 0 1 2. 
3. Do you mention for better posture:a}growing taller 0 1 2. 
• &) pulling a string fran the upper baok of the head 0 1 2. 
4. If a student is forcing his voice obviously, do you ever have him change 
~)the way he holds his head 0 1 2; &~aise his chin 0 1 2; 
c)1ower his chin 0 1 2, 
Tone Quality 
1. Do you mention tone quality 0 1 2. 
2. List the vowels in the order, of difficulty to be sung starting with the 
most difficult • 
------
e 3. In regard to their oorreci.; position during ·i~he production of the various 
do you rnent ~.on: a) J.e.rynx 0-boi1g'.le vowel sounds 0 1 2; 0 1 2· I 
(!) ps.:..a-i;e 0 1 2; ~lips 0 1 2; e) jaw 0 1 2o 
4. Do you give vocal exercises by means of which the pupils may closely watch 
the changes which ucour while singing a group of vowels on the 
same breathing 0 1 2. 
5. If the tone quality is pc:>r do yau work: o)PP to f 0 1 2· 
' 
l>} f "!;') pp 0 1 2 t c-) only pp 0 1 2; J)only f 0 1 2. 
6. Do you mention: ct}covering 0 1 2; 6-)covering bottom hall' of the 
voioe 0 1 2; ~covering top half of the voice 0 1 2; 
J) covering all the voice 0 1 2; ~registers 0 1 2. 
Give the humber of registers 
• 
7. Do you mention: cYresonances 0 1 2; c,.Jtone placement 0 1 2. 
' 
~) head tone 0 1 2; J)chest tone 0 1 2; 
e}nasal resonance 0 1 2; f}plac ing the voice in 
the masque 0 1 2; q}foous the voice 0 1 2. 
s.· Do you have the students use falsetto 0 1 2~ 
9. When your singers go up in their scale do you ask them to think up Cl}o 1 2· I 
u..)down 0 1 2; ~on the same plane 0 1 2. 
Blending 
1. Do 
Q), 
you mention: blending 0 1 2; &) intonation 0 1 2. 
2o If you have a well trained voice in your chorus do you: ~keep the 
voiee down 0 1 2; &}allow the voice to lead 0 1 2. 
3. In preparing for the attack do you mention:q}pitoh 0 1 2; 
6) breath 2;c}vGwel 0 1 2;J)oonsonant 0 1 0 1 2. 
5. 
1., 
Blending continued 
In the release do you mention stopping the tone bya ~intake of 
breath 0 1 2; &~losing the mouth 0 l 2; 
<!) releasing breath pressure 0 1 2. 
0. In correcting flatting do you mention: fatigue 
r.) c) 
vtinertia C 1 2; timidity 0 1 
0 1 2• J , 
2; ~ver-anxiety 
e) mental set-up 0 1 2. 
In correcting sharping do you mention:aJover-anxiety 0 1 2; 
f1 excessive effort 0 1 2; ce>}too much head resonance 
Diotion 
Do you mention:a}diction 0 1 2; ~articulation 0 1 2 
0) pronunciation 0 l 2 ;J)enunciation 0 l 2. 
2. Do you draw comparison between pronunciation while speaking and 
pronunciation while singing 0 1 2. 
0 
0 
3. Do you mention: singing on the vowels and articulating with tho ee 
consonants 0 l 2. 
1 
1 z. 
4. Do you mention linking over of final consonants to the following word 0 1 2. 
Do you mention enunciation of diphthongs 0 1 2. 
When the group is alighting the consonants do you:~eenforoe attention 
to the attack C l 2; 
(,..)tell them to get the words across 0 1 2. 
7. Do you tell your pupils to imagine relatively that all vowels 
are pp while the consonants are f 0 1 2. 
Dear 
45 North Central Street 
Peabody, Massachusetts 
February 19, 1951 
I am a candidate for the Master of Music 
Education degree at Boston University College of Music. 
For my thesis I have chosen to investigate 
the various aspects of vocal training as they apply to t he 
competent and successful conducting of a senior high sc hool 
chorus. To complete my survey, I should like to include 
the opinions of leading private voice teacherso 
Your nrune has been chosen from the list of 
the Massachusetts members of the National Association of 
Teachers of Singingo Your cooperation in an~ering the 
questions which apply to you as a private voice teacher will 
be very helpful to me. 
I enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope 
for your convenience and shall appreciate receiving the 
completed questionnaire as soon as possible. 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert c. Prince 
Dear 
45 North Central Street 
Peabody, Massachusetts 
February 19, 1951 
I am a candidate for the Master of Music 
Education degree at Boston University College of Musico 
For my thesis I have ohosen to investigate 
the various aspects of vocal training as they apply to the 
competent and successful conducting of a senior high school 
chorus. 
Your name has been chosen from the member-
ship list of the Massachusetts Music Educators Association 
by a group of eight leading music educators. 
I shall very much appreoiate it if you 
would kindly fill in the enclosed questionnaire and return 
it to me as soon as possible. A stamped, self-addressed 
envelope is also enclosed for your convenience. 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert c. Prince 
,-
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Summary 
'.Chose school systems which offer courses in sp eech tra in-
ing, usually at temp t to g ive ex];J eri enc e in s p eaking before 
grou:ps , r ather t han a ctually working towarci the develOl)IDent of 
a r ea l vocal instrument. 'I'he writer believes it is the :part of 
t h e mus ic department to be of service i n t his direction through 
the childr ens' :par ticipati on in a p r ogram which includes a stud 
iea approach t o voice tra ining . 
The voice training work of t he music department in a publiP 
school should serve three purposes . F irst, the averag e student 
should be aided in using his voice vvell enough for communi ty 
sing i ng , wi th the resulting i mrJrovement of the s p eak ing voice • 
.S econdly , the pup ils who ar e esp eecially interested in mus ic 
should h ave a goo d vocal foundation, no matter wha t ins trument 
t h ey may :Play. 'l'hi xd , t h e pup ils who a re interested in sing-
ing profes s ionally should h ave an op::t.-ortunity t o g et a basic 
understanding 'ivhich y oints toward their future development. 
The writer fe els t hat t h is t h ird point i s p erhaps the mos t i mpo t-
ant . 
Thi s s t ud;y obta ined the op inions of carefully selected 
I' 
I 
music e ducators and p rivate voice tea cher s on various asp ects 
of voice tra i n ing by means of a carefully p repared questionnair · . • 
Th e questionnaire was s et up in the form of a r a ting scale. The 
problem in this s tudy covers the following s ubtop ics: 
1. Breathing 
2. :Posture 
3. Tone Q,uality 
4. Blending 
5. Diction. 
A review of the historical background and an analysis of 
each specific subtopic is given in detail. 
The questionnaire was sent to 54 music e duc a tors and 65 
p riva te voice te~chers. 1be questionnaire was returned by 40 
p er cent of the music educa tors and 58 ~ er cent of the pr ivate 
tea chers. The average chorus size is quite l a rge. It includes 
31 sopranos; 21 altos; 13 tenors; and 1 6 bass es . The average 
time spent in rehears a l per week is one and three quarter hours 
'he average number of rehearsals being two. Eighty-nine p er ce r1t 
of t h e music educa tors conduct t h eir choruses and 24 p er cent 
of t h e music educator s accompany as well a s co nduct. There are 
special voice training cla sses in only 29 per cent of the s ch oo s 
covered. Only 3 8 p er cent spend a definite :par t of the time of 
rehear s al i n a ctua l voice training :procedure. 
The following suggestions for voice training pra ctices in 
the chora l field a re advoca ted by the music educators covered 
in this study. The use of the diaphtagm and its p a rt in brea th 
supp ort; the stagg ering of breat h ing whenever necessary; and 
the keeping of the c:u ms beh ind the b a ck vvhen sta nding with re-
gard to posture. Although they do mention tone quality as some 
thing to work on, there was no i ndica tion of a definite trend 
of interest in the contributing factors. In preparing for the 
a tta ck, they do mention both the vowel and the consonant. They 
consider flatting to be caused by fatigue, and shar p ing by ten-
sion. They explain the formation of diphthongs and constantly 
remind their group s to getthe words across. 
I 
Tne private teachers are l argely in agreement with the I 
music educa tors. 'There are some outstanding points of disagree 
ment. Almost 50 per cent more of the private teachers mention 
the rib muscles in connection with breathing than do the music 
educators. The physical feeling of the tone is mentioned all 
the time by thirty one per cent more private teachers as com-
p ared to the music educa tors. 
The main point under posture was the position of the hands 
when standing. The music educators greatly favor keeping the 
I 
hands behind the back. · The private tea chers favor keeping the I 
I 
hands in front. The music educator is probably thinking of the l 
group public appearance while the private tea cher is thinking I 
of solo public appearance. 
Compared to the music educators, 
tion the tongue inits relationship to good tone quality; the 
use of vocalises; covering the voice; placing the voice; and 
thinking on the same plane, whatever range the music covers. 
The private tea chers would not keep the we~l trained voice down 
ina chorus, in as many ca ses as the music educators. 
The only point of disagreement under diction wa s on the 
ject of sing i ng on the vowels and a rticul ating with the conson-
ants. Thirty- f i v e l p er cent more of the priva te tea chers mentio 
t h il all the time ~hile t wenty-one p ercent more of t h e music 
edwa tors do not mention it a t all. 
The s uggestiobs of t h e music educators for voice training 
I 
:p ra,tices will make a very fine basis for the deve l opment of a 
goo~ vocal prog r amj If the same type of clear thinking contin-
ues . the result will surely be an even grea ter unders t anding 
t hal now exists. 
\\ 
